
From: Brad Doherty   

Sent: November-10-12 8:26 AM 

To: BoardSec 

Subject: EB-2012-0176 request for delivery charges from Westario Power Inc. 

 

To whom it may concern: 

 

This morning, I was sitting reading my Hanover Post at breakfast. I came across a letter 
in the paper from Westario Power, stating they are applying to have permission to 
change the delivery charges to everyones billing starting in May 2013. This completely 
sickened me. This basically means from the averages they were stating in the paper 
that most people use, that everyone`s bills will be going up about an extra  $10/month. 
This is ridiculous. Back earlier in the spring, when I called my local MPP's office (Lisa 
Thompson), I was talking with her secretary, and she stated that soon our electricity bills 
will be the highest in ALL of North America thanks to the "Time of Use" pricing the 
province has recently stipulated into being for everyone. With the way that our electricity 
prices keep going up every May and November, she basically assured me I better hold 
onto my hat in the next 2 or so years, because it was going to be getting a lot worse, 
and that again, soon we would be paying the highest rates in all of North America, 
because of all of these new things being put into place. Does this not concern anyone 
else?? Don't we already have how many people who can barely afford to pay their 
regular bills, let alone any adds on?? Why is this even being considered to be approved 
that the delivery charges are being up'ed in price? Why has Dalton McGuinty been 
allowed to extend the debt retirement charge into 2016 "because he likes the extra 
revenue it brings in", even though the debt retirement charge was paid off last spring, 
which was also confirmed to me via Lisa Thompson's secretary. This is just plain out 
wrong in so many ways that this is even being allowed on behalf of Westario that this 
petition to increase prices AGAIN is  even being allowed. What is it going to take to 
have everyone's eyes opened up, that this is not going to help anyone, only the people 
who are getting the money. Seriously, people are not going to be able to even afford to 
live soon. This is a problem. Something needs to be changed.  

 

 

Michelle Doherty 




